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This document explains how to create course maps in OCAD for relays covering
1. Course splitting
2. Assignment of team numbers
3. Printing maps for each team
4. Export course details to for import into Sports Software for Relays (OS)
The following set of courses and classes is used as an example:
Creating a 3 person relay event with classes, courses and number of entries as
follows:
Class
M21E
W21E
M35A

Course
1
2
2

Entries
18
16
8

Start/Team Numbers
1-18
21-36
41-48

Important note: All classes on the same course must exist as one block in the start
numbers, ie:
OK:
Class
M21E
W21E
M35A

Course
1
2
2

Entries
18
16
8

Start/Team Numbers
1-18
21-36
41-48

NOT OK: (classes on course 1 have been separated by another class)
Class
Course
Entries
Start/Team Numbers
M21E
1
18
1-18
W21E
2
16
21-36
M35A
1
8
41-48

Creating Courses in OCAD
1. Import the Background map and place controls as desired.
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2. Create the Course
First create the course by going to Course>Courses and then clicking “Add”.
Name the course (usually a number), and set the type to “Relay”, then specify
the number of legs (3 in this example). In this example two courses are used,
as shown below.

Then click “OK” to save.
3. Create the Class
Now create the class by going Course>Classes. Make sure that “Create Classes
Automatically” is un-ticked and then click “Add” to create a class. Type in the
name of the classes, and assign the course and the start numbers for that
class.
Notes:
The start numbers should be set so that the number of
“Runners/Teams” is represented by the set of Start numbers
(“From” / “To”). It is also probably a good idea to round these up
to give nicer numbers (in this case the 18 entries on course 1 has
been rounded up to 20 etc) and to ensure sufficient spares are
created. Team maps not required can be skipped when printing
the maps.
If multiple classes (ie: W21E and M35A) are running the same
course, only create one class with all those classes listed in the
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OCAD Class Name (as seen in the example). In this case the start
numbers assigned by “from” and “to” should represent all classes
on that course. The separation of the classes will occur in OS2003.

Click “OK” to save.

Important Note: All assignment of combinations in the relay is handled IN
OCAD. Once the course is created, OCAD will assign each team (start
number) a combination of that course. This is why OCAD requires you to
enter the start numbers of the teams in each class.
This allows OCAD to print maps based on start numbers, i.e.: you can tell
it to print the maps for team 1 and it will print the set of 3 maps with the
combination it has assigned to team 1 (very useful as it means that you
don’t have to manually sort out the map combinations by hand…). This
information is imported into OS2003 with the course control sequences,
so the combinations in OS2003 will match the set of maps printed by
OCAD.
4. Assign controls to each course
Controls are assigned the normal way.
To add a split/fork to a course click “Insert” and the “Insert Course Object”
box will appear. Splits come in two types; Team variations and Leg variations.
Team variations are splits where different runners in a team go to different
controls, and as such runners in different teams on the same leg go to
different controls. Leg variations are similar, except the leg on which the
controls are visited is specified (i.e.: a certain control is visited by all 1st and
2nd leg runners, but a different control can be visited by all 3rd leg runners).
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For the example relay there will be three split sections on each course. The
first two will be Team variations, but the last will be a Leg variation to make
all third leg runners have the same second last control (having a common last
section of third leg is often implemented).
Important Note: that there is no provision in OS2003 to have a different
number of splits on different legs for a course. If the number of splits vary
then the course details cannot be imported correctly into OS and the courses
will need to be set up manually (very tedious).
OS2003 defines its course combinations during an import by looking at the
control number configurations. The first course imported sets the
configuration of the leg splits for all the remaining courses (in a set of courses
for a class). If subsequent courses are imported but cannot be made to match
the initial configuration, then they are ignored.

For the M21E Course, the following course is configured in OCAD with splits
and common controls:
After inserting the
start, we add a
team variation for
the split first
control. This adds
a
three-way
branch to the
course.
Add one of the
first controls to
each branch by
clicking on the
branch
then
double clicking the
control. If you
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click
“Preview”
then all three legs
are shown.
The next controls
are common, so
these controls are
added below the
split, as shown.

The fourth control
is another split,
and
this
is
achieved
by
repeating
the
process for the
first control. This
split is followed by
two
more
common controls.
The last split is
different. Here a
leg variation is
used to make all
third leg runners
have the same
control, while first
and second leg
runners
have
other controls. To
do this first select
a leg variation,
then drag the 2
into
the
first
column as shown.
Then click OK
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We now have a
split which is leg
dependent. The
control for third
leg runners can be
added to the
branch
marked
with the “3”. The
control(s) for first
a second leg can
be added to the
branch marked “1
2”. If splitting is
desired between
first and second
leg, add a team
variation to this
branch, as shown
on the far right.
The controls are
then added to
each branch. In
this example, all
third leg runners
will go to control
40 (the southern
control), whereas
first and second
leg runners will
visit either control
39 or 41 (one of
these will on each
leg).
The course is then
completed with
last control and
finish.
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5. Additional Features
Finally, The Course title, variant, Start and leg number, and control
descriptions should be added to the map. These can all be found in the
symbols area.

6. Printing/Exporting
Maps can be printed in a variety of ways. The most useful is by start number.
To do this go Course>Print>Courses. Select the area to print, any print
properties, the scale etc.
Most importantly, in the “Select Courses/Classes” area select “Classes” and
then choose which class(es) to print. If course is used an error will occur.
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Then Click “Print” and a dialog box will appear. In this box we can specify to
print by start number. In the example shown we are printing all three legs of
Team 1. Any range of teams/legs can be printed.

Exporting is performed the same way, go Course>Export>Export Course
Maps. Again remember to use class (not course).
The following are the course maps for team 1 which have been exported. It
can be seen that each leg visits a different control at each split as specified,
and on leg 3 the 7th control is number 40, as specified for leg 3.
Other teams on this course may visit the split controls on different legs, i.e.:
different combinations, but all teams will visit each control in a split. As such,
all teams will complete exactly the same course in total.
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Team 1
Leg 1

Variant
Team and Leg
number

Team 1
Leg 2
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Team 1
Leg 3

Export Courses for Import to OS
When relay course in built in OCAD there is a provision to export the course data
into a text file that can be imported into OS2003. If the course setter has designed
his/her courses so there are multiple splits per leg it is advantageous to be able to
import the courses into OS2003 using a one-to-one connection from OCAD to
OS2003 via the teams/runners start numbers. When the import is done, each set of
runner gets assigned a course and map based on the start numbers in OS and OCAD.
It is a very elegant system and works very well under most circumstances.
Exporting to OS is done using the Courses>Export>Course Version 8(text). Do not
use the XML export for relays.
Note however that all courses for a Class must have the same number of splits for
the import to OS to work correctly.
One thing that makes the process difficult is that the letters assigned to the leg splits
(or variants as OCAD calls them) do not, and cannot, match the letter combinations
used in OS2003; the only way to match OS2003 with OCAD is via the control number
sequences.
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This is because OS assigns letters during the import based on the order of import of
splits on a course so these will not match the OCAD assignment.
The following is part of the export from OCAD for the first 3 teams for the M21E
Class. Each line has the following:
Class, Course Number, Team Number, Leg Number followed by control numbers
(highlighted in yellow for the first row) with each leg details.
M21E;1;1.1;2.000;0;S1;0.185;31;0.200;34;0.257;43;0.358;37;0.167;44;0.215;38;0.200;39;0.338;42;0.065;F1
M21E;1;1.2;2.000;0;S1;0.143;33;0.221;34;0.257;43;0.256;35;0.269;44;0.215;38;0.259;41;0.274;42;0.065;F1
M21E;1;1.3;1.900;0;S1;0.163;32;0.151;34;0.257;43;0.339;36;0.204;44;0.215;38;0.204;40;0.330;42;0.065;F1
M21E;1;2.1;2.000;0;S1;0.143;33;0.221;34;0.257;43;0.256;35;0.269;44;0.215;38;0.200;39;0.338;42;0.065;F1
M21E;1;2.2;1.900;0;S1;0.163;32;0.151;34;0.257;43;0.358;37;0.167;44;0.215;38;0.259;41;0.274;42;0.065;F1
M21E;1;2.3;2.000;0;S1;0.185;31;0.200;34;0.257;43;0.339;36;0.204;44;0.215;38;0.204;40;0.330;42;0.065;F1
M21E;1;3.1;1.900;0;S1;0.163;32;0.151;34;0.257;43;0.358;37;0.167;44;0.215;38;0.259;41;0.274;42;0.065;F1
M21E;1;3.2;2.000;0;S1;0.143;33;0.221;34;0.257;43;0.339;36;0.204;44;0.215;38;0.200;39;0.338;42;0.065;F1
M21E;1;3.3;2.000;0;S1;0.185;31;0.200;34;0.257;43;0.256;35;0.269;44;0.215;38;0.204;40;0.330;42;0.065;F1

Before importing the course combinations into OS from the OCAD Text file, you will
need to create
1. Classes
2. Team numbers with the Class assigned to match those in OCAD
To Import into OS use Courses>Import Courses as in the dialog below:
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Once the courses are imported they can be viewed in Courses to see the Assignment
of Split (or Part) codes by OS.
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To check the assignment of controls to teams matches with that in OCAD, view the
Course>Combination screen and display the Course report, a portion is shown below
for the first 3 teams (Vakant = Club name as no club is assigned in this example).

Note that Leg 3 always has control 40 for the last Split as defined in OCAD,
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